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area. In parallel with these tasks, a fiduciary survey is
ABSTRACT conducted, and modifications are made to the test cell crane to

increase its rated capacity.
The TPX machine will be assembled in the TFTR Test Cell at

the Plasma Physics Laboratory, utilizing the existing TFTR //- _.wrFixT_,_E
machine

foundation. Preparation of the area for assembly will _z// FIXTURE TO GUIDE
begin after completion of the decontamination and I\ \' v^CU_Vr.SS_L

decommissioning phase on TFTR and certification that the /K_ ""_"
radiation levels remaining, if any, are consistent with the types _ . Aw,
of operations planned. Assembly operations begin with the . ,
arrival of the fin'st components, and conclude, approximately
24 months later, with the successful completion of the
integrated systems tests and the achievement of a first plasma.

INTRODUCTION

The Assembly of the TPX machine presents several unique
problems due to the assembly and testing of the cryostat in
parallel with the assembly of the major machine components.
Of particular interest are the provisions and procedures for the VACUUM VESSEl. SEGMENT TF QUADRANT

WITII SIIIELDING TILES ASSEMBLY

assembly and alignment of the toroidal field (TF) quadrants in (suPr,_._sta.ArmNNors.owN_
the absence of an upper shelf or center column structure which
would otherwise provide positive mechanical placement. In Fig. 2 Vacuum Vessel/TF Quadrant Assy.
addition, the requirement for magnetic field mapping prior to
the installation of the in-vessel components will necessitate
the division of the integrated systems testing into two phases B. Assembly and Vacuum Test of the Cryostat
several months apart.

The physical size of the cryostat components requires
ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS completion of their fabrication in the test cell. Segments as

large as 180° can be delivered. The cryostat base is the first

A.. Preparations for Assembly component to be assembled and welded. Steps to minimize
weld distortion are essential for all of the cryostat sections.

During this period, field offices, tool cribs, secure storage Following welding, machining operations are planned to true
areas, areas for the storage of qualified lift rigging, and a small up the sealing surfaces. Special machining equipment is
machine shop are set up in the test cell or the adjacent mockup required for this purpose. Upon completion of the welding

and machining, the cryostat base is located on the machine
_'" PF.SL"_ TEMPORARYPIERS foundation, aligned and secured. At this point, the TPX

" "J support structure and eight divertor pumpout ducts are

__ on cryostat base (Fig. 1). In parallel with these
installed the

PF-,L .. operations, the three cryostat cylindrical sections and the
"\ cryostat dome are fabricated in the test cell. The cryostat

cylindrical sections and the dome are now installed on the
\ cryostat base with temporary seals and hardware. A vacuum

test, leak check and repair operation on the cryostat will
follow. The cryostat is then dismantled and stored in the test
cell, leaviHg only the cryostat base assembly and the support
structure.

C. Assembly of the TF Quadrants

The TF quadrants are received as 2-coil modules which are

then re-assembled into 4-coil quadrants in the mockup area. It
• CRYOSTATIIASE '- survoaTs_ucruav, is assumed that each quadrant has previously been assembled

in the factory together with the insulated break and associated

Fig. I C_ostat Base & Support Structure hardware. In parallel, in the same area, shielding tiles and
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superinsulation are installed on the vacuum vessel 90 ° vertical adjustment maintained by the adjustable wedge
segments. At a special assembly station each vacuum vessel assembly built into the support ring as shown in Fig. 4.
segment is installed in the bore of a TF quadrant. The Actual vertical adjustment is provided by jacking pistons
insertion of the vacuum vessel segment into the TF quadrant adjacent to the bearing pads. Vertical restraints attached to the
will utilize the overhead crane together with the special support ring will limit any vertical upward movement of the
fixture shown in Fig. 2. This fixture is designed to maintain TF magnet structure.
positive control of the radius of rotation of the vacuum vessel
due to the tight clearances between the vessel and the bore of E. Assembly, Alignment & Welding of the TF Quadrants
the TF quadrant. Once the vacuum vessel has been inserted
into the bore of the TF quadrant, it is mounted on temporary Prior to the assembly of the TF quadrants, the lower PF-5
support mechanisms designed to permit a degree of radial, and PF-6 coils are temporarily positioned on the cryostat base
vertical, and toroidal adjustment which will be required when structure, and will be raised into position at a later point in the
the vacuum vessel segments are aligned prior to welding, assembly (Coil designations are described in [1]). Each TF
Assembly and welding of the lower divertor pumpout ports is quadrant is then located on the support structure and set in a
performed on the vacuum vessel at this point. This is slightly outward radial position, leaving a gap for the
followed by the mounting of the upper, lower and outer field placement of subsequent quadrants (Fig. 5). When all four of
error correction coils on the quadrant, the TF quadrants have been placed on the support structure,

. and the vertical position and parallelism of adjacent faces
EI,E(TTRICAL .__ established, the quadrants are jacked radially inward and

_-...... , _ .,,,,,,,,T wedged. For this operation, temporary jacks are mounted on
the support ring, and in addition, a ring fixture with similar

1 /i., ": ,,,,,,: jacking capability is mounted near the tops of the TF'"^T'_ quadrants. The jacks are used to maintain a consistent radial,
_ #_. ,,.', centering force for seating the quadrants prior to welding, and

1 _"; L ;:_ .. i_._ for maintaining this force during the welding operation. A
, _ "'" "_.__ fixture mounted in the bore of the machine is used to verify

:r-._,// . ._- _ _ the concentric location of the TF windings during alignment
"_//,' ."_,_ ........ ' _ and welding (Fig. 6). Welding will be performed
_',i/l_/__:/_t/,L//__;_.;;,_ ::: :+ _/i-.i-.i- simultaneously at each of the four joints, arid sequenced to_,t,'l !/_/:_' : '7:} , i

l_'._///'//j_#//, TT/i/i_t'//: _r_'' , . reduce distortion. Ultrasonic inspection techniques will be, / utilized.

_,'i'_!_/_'//_///_//II/i'.'_/ /////:/t///_£\)/ ''1/_/ :: "!_ " // F. assembly oftheVacuumVessel

_,'., " " ' "" _.-.' .." temporary supports, the individual segments of the vacuum

_!__ _ .; _ii_ _ Using the adjustment features built into the vacuum vessel
".; / .' _5-:,-, ..... vessel are aligned for the welding operation. Special fixturing

-_"."-.-_.jj_/l_. _ is anticipated to achieve the alignment between segments at
"_!_ _iI/: . the joint location. The double wall design of the vacuum.. • : :

//.->,

D. The TPX Support Structure ::-; _
" " -':: --- - " - - I I SUPPORT PAD

electromagnetic disruption and seismic support for the TF and _ -F__-__l_ _i__ :iiiiii_i_-
PF magnet systems, it is also an important tool for positioning .............. _c.
and maintaining the alignment of the TF quadrants during _=._- '
assembly. The support structure consists of a continuous

circular beam (the support ring) in the toroidal direction. The L_,,ua_ -'_ ' ' ,_--SUP{R-INS.ILATION

beam is supported from pier assemblies mounted on guided \ ' __; //bearings at the interface with the cryostat base. Guide pins -i--i_
extending downward from the base of the TF magnet structure
engage radial slots attached to the support ring thereby caYoSr,_r-.-' ., __:_

LN_ _/

centering the TF magnet structure on the cross-key principal ,,,-,,,_ _,___.,___:__:,j:(Fig. 3). Eccentric sleeves on the guide pins permit a small

rRYOSTAT _ _'

radial adjustment of the TF quadrants during assembly. At ,_s_ ,.
' "" _ HEATING COILS

assembly, each quadrant will be supported at two locations E_ZV_o_ o ", __ -q _from the support ring, A temporary column will be used at a ____x z
third point to determine a plane for alignment of the quadrant

prior to welding. Each point will have a bearing pad with a Fig. 4 Support Structure Pier- Elev.
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vessel will require three weld grooves at each of the four joint 1FQU^oR^,T
locations, one in the outer wall, and two, resulting from the ,_tj_;t_Me.l_rnxrul_e, -'-_
use of a filler piece, in the inner we" _2]. All of the welding

'x

must be performed from within the vacuum vessel using a
TIG process requiring gas shielding on both sides of the weld. _
At the completion of welding, the 360 ° vacuum vessel
assembly is aligned concentrically and the permanent supports I • \\
installed. The removal of the temporary supports permits
completion of the welding of the upper divertor pumpout
ports.

TF QUADRANT
NO. 2 _

Fig. 6 Quadrant Alignment Fixture

TF QUADRANT

No,1 cryostat. In addition, the installation of the horizontal vacuum
vessel ports, and the divertor coolant pipes, must be
coordinated with the installation of the cryostat cylindrical
sections. Prior to the re-assembly of the cryostat dome, the
final phase of the installation of the bus, leads and coolant
lines is performed. The cryostat dome, including the pre-
assembled divertor pump ducts, is now installed and the
connections between the pump ducts and the upper vacuum
vessel divertor pump ports can be completed. Where possible.
local leak checking will be performed. In subsequent
operations, the vacuum vessel will be cleaned, blankoff
flanges installed, and a leak check and repair welding

Fig 5. Assembly of TF Quadrants operation performed. The vacuum pumping system must be
operational for leak checking. The installation of the divertor

G. PF Coil and Solenoid Assembly rF,._:ADS

In parallel with the operations on the vacuum vessel, the TFJUMPERS

PF coils and PF solenoid can be installed. The lower PF-5 and

PF-6 coils, previously placed under the machine, can now be
raised into position and assembled. The PF-7 coils, previously
assembled with interconnecting structure into a single sub-
assembly, can now be installed, followed by the installation of
the upper PF-5 and PF-6 coils and the PF solenoid. The w.CO112;

electrical and coolant connections to the PF solenoid are

routed through the 9' diameter hole in the machine foundation
and can be completed. The installation of the remaining TF
and PF jumpers, bus, leads and coolant lines will be
performed in two phases. The initial phase will involve those
connections and runs which are independent of the cryostat re-
assembly (Fig. 7). The final phase must be completed in
conjunction with the re-assembly of the cryostat cylindrical
sections and dome.

tl. Cryostat Re-Assembly and Vacuum Vessel
Completion

At the completion of the initial phase of the installation

of the jumpers, leads and coolant lines, the re-assembly of the Fig. 7 PF Coils, TF Leads & Jumpers
cryostat begins. The re-assembly involves the installation of
the LN2 panels and superinsulation on the interior walls of the
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pump duct valves and cryopumps is performed during final SCHEDULE
assembly of the cryostat (Fig. 8). A pre-fabricated access
cabin for clean room entry into the vacuum vessel will be The assembly operations extend over a two year period
provided prior to final leak checking. The access cabin will from the building access to the achievement of a first plasma.
also be used during the in-vessel component installation. A summary schedule is shown in Fig. 9. This schedule

assumes that all major components are available when
I. Initial Test Period required.

An initial test period is required for conducting field ACKNOWLEDGMENT
mapping and establishing the fiducial points to be used in
positioning in-vessel components. Since field mapping must This work was st,pported by the US. Department of Energy
be conducted under operating conditions, the cryostat will be under contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.

f'n'st tested to 10-5 ton'. The vacuum tests will be followed by REFERENCES
a cooldown test of the cryostat. The LN 2 panels will be

activated and LHe introduced into the TF coils. Opon [1] T. Brown, 'The Configuration Development and
successful completion of these tests, a low level current will Integration of the TPX Device," in these proceedings.
be introduced into the TF coils to achieve a field between 0.35

and 1.05 tesla for field mapping. Quench detection and dump [21 J. Warren, R. Rocco, G. Steill, "I'PX Vacuum Vessel
circuits must be operational at this time. Conceptual Design," in these proceedings.

UPPER DIVERTOR

J. ln._tallation of In- Vessel Components _ PUmPtnOsystem

A large number of the in-vessel components will be " -"
installed over a four month period. These include divenors,
passive plates, magnetic diagnostics, limiters, armor and tiles. "-"
The sequence of these operations can vary to a degree, but
careful coordination is necessary to enable different crews to
operate in parallel within the limited confines of the vacuum
vessel., In addition to the in-vessel components noted above,
two fast vertical position control coils will be wound inside
the vacuum vessel.. Pre-insulated and jacketed rectangular
conductor will be fed through a port into the vacuum vessel
where it will be formed on a three roll bender. The bending ---_
operations will have undergone prior development. In parallel
with the in-vessel operations, the RF launchers and antennae,

diagnostics, and the neutral beamline will be installed.

K. Integrated Systems Tests

Pre-operational testing will be conducted according to the / ....(_ J-
Test and Evaluation Plan. In general, subsystem tests will be /

4.

by system tests, and finally the test of the complete /...____[___._.)
J Yfollowed

machine culminating in a first plasma. _ _.O_RmVERtORPUMPING ,SYSTEM

Fig. 8 Cryostat & Divertor Pumping System
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.






